
Advanced ChatGPT AI Content Generator for
Magento 2

1. Pre-requisites

Magento 2.3.x or 2.4.x.

2. Installation

To install the module, follow the steps below.

Step 1: Download the module/extension and unzip it.

Step 2: Access your web server directories and upload the content of the folder into

             app/code/Pits/ChatGptPro/ directory.

Step 3: Run the following commands to complete the installation. 

1. Enable the module - php bin/magento module:enable

2. Update of the database - php bin/magento setup:upgrade

3. Generate and pre-compile classes - php bin/magento setup:di:compile

4.Deploy static files - php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy

3. Advanced ChatGPT AI Content Generator for Magento2

Advanced ChatGPT AI Content Generator is a Magento 2 extension developed by PIT 
solutions which is used to generate content from magento backend product form and
pagbuilder editors with the help of chatGPT chatbot by OpenAI.

4.Features

 The content will be generated when click on Generate Content with 
ChatGPT button.

 Easily connect OpenAI GPT 3 with Magento 2 using the API key.
 By default, content generation is based on the product's name. But you can 

change the input from ChatGPT pop-up  or using configuration.
 Option to enable/disable the extension from backend on store scope level.
 Option to set API URL and key in the backend.
 Option to automatically set product attribute values in the content 

generation input.



 Input for the ChatGPT will be automatically generated based on the 
attribute labels and values in the store scope.

 The admin can add a short description of the product with the Generate 
Content with ChatGPT option.

 The admin can add a product description using the page builder with 
Generate Content with ChatGPT option.

 The admin can add the product description and short description even if the
page builder is disabled.

 With the help of mass action admin can add product short description and 
description for multiple products.

 Admin can add content for CMS Pages and Blocks using page builder with 
Generate content with ChatGPT option.

 Admin can add content for category using page builder with Generate 
content with ChatGPT Option.

5. Configuration

From the admin backend, go to Stores > Configuration>PITS Configuration > ChatGPT

Stores -> Configuration -> Pit Configuration -> Chat Gpt

 Enable: Enable/Disable extension.
 API Url:  The URL which generates AI content.
 API Secret: Enter the API Secret key from the Open AI account.
 Title: You can instruct ChatGPTusing title, how you want the response type.



 Product Attributes: By default, content generation is based on this. If you 
add multiple attributes, you must keep one space between them. e.g.: 
{{name}} {{color}}.

            Attribute label and value is displaying based store view language.

Note: If you don’t follow the correct format, you will never get auto input from 
product form.

 Limit Import AI Content: Enter the limit for bulk update in the product grid.

Note: Please enter an integer below 10 otherwise it will affect performance 
and   also, you need more time to generate AI content.

6. How to get Product Attribute code {{attribute_code}}

You can get product attribute code from Backend.

Stores -> Attributes - > Product



Copy the attribute code you want and paste it to the product attribute field in the 
chatGpt configuration. Please use placeholder format {{attribute_code}} eg: {{name}} 
{{color}}

You can add product attribute store wise



7. Work Flow

Catalog -> Product -> Add Product/Edit Product



Open Content tab in the product form

Click Generate Content with ChatGPT button below the product short description to 
generate AI content.



The popup will display when clicking on the Generate Content with ChatGPT button 
and content will generate automatically based on your product name by default. This 
you can change from backend configuration to show any attribute value when the 
popup is loaded. 

If you wish to change the input, you can change the input text and generate with 
“Generate” button in the pop-up.

You can set AI Content to short description by clicking the Set Content button in the 
popup.

The input will be generated automatically based on store language.

The attribute labels and values giving based on the store will be taken automatically 
when store scope is switched in the backend.   





If you are description attribute as page builder input type, Click on Edit with Page 
builder button

Click on Generate content with ChatGPT button. That time, popup will display for 
generating AI content.

Here auto generate input is based on your selected product attributes. If you wish to 
change the input you can change it and regenerate AI content by, click on Generate 
button.



Finally, you can set AI content on product description by clicking on Set Content 
button.

If you are using the description attribute as Text editor input type, the button you can 
see as in the below image.



If you are using the description attribute as Text area input type, the button you can 
see as in the below image.



If you are disabling page builder from STORES->Configuration->Content Management-
>Advanced Content Tools, the button you can see for product description and short 
description as in the below image.

Content-> Elements->Pages



Note:  Will not generate auto input initially as a product. Also, chatGPT content 
generation option available only for the Enable Page Builder to Yes in the STORES-
>Configuration->Content Management->Advanced Content Tools section.



Import AI Content

You can also mass-upload content at the same time. Go through,

Catalog->Product->Actions->Import AI Content

A popup will display with message when click on Import AI Content. When you click on
the OK button it starts the execution of the mass upload.

Note: This process will take more time because of the API call. So, we recommend 
you to choose a minimum number of products at a time. 

By default, the product limit is 5. You can change it from the ChatGPT configuration.



Content-> Elements-> Blocks



Note:  Will not generate auto input initially as a product. Also, chatGPT content 
generation option available only for the Enable Page Builder to Yes in the  STORES-
>Configuration->Content Management->Advanced Content Tools section.



8.Catalog-> Catagories

Then click on the Edit with Page Builder in the content tab shows in the above screen 
shot.



Click on Set Content button in the above screen shot to set AI content

Here you must enter some input to generate AI Content

Note:  Will not generate auto input initially as a product. Also, chatGPT content 
generation option available only for the Enable Page Builder to Yes  in the STORES-
>Configuration->Content Management->Advanced Content Tools section.



9. API Key Generation

The user has to first create an OpenAI account and login OpenAI dashoboard

Then user need to click on Personal in the top-right corner and popup will appear and 
click on View API Keys option



Click on Create New Secret Key will be visible as shown in the below screen shot

You can access the API key from here with the help of the copy button.

For pricing, please check https://openai.com/api/pricing/



10. API URL

To get API URL click on below link

https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference/completions

11. Integration using OpenAI GPT 3 API

Please use the Create completion API URL.

Paste API URL and Key in the corresponding configuration field in ChatGPT 
configuration. By default, API URL will be preloaded when extension is installed.

Note: We don’t recommend changing the default API url. Please use system value.



12.Technical Requirements / Compatible with:

Magento Community 2.4.x, 2.3.x

13.Supported Languages

English, German, French, Spanish and Italian.

14.Change Log / Release Notes

Version: 1.0.0: Feb 24, 2023

 Initial release.

15.Support

If you have questions use our contact form in webshopextension.com.


